






Our world is going to change more in the next 20 years than in the previous 300 years











NEURALINK



NEURALINK



NEURALINK



How far would YOU take this?



We think with the body not just with the brain!   (Seligman, Feldenkrais et al)



HI AI



Algorithms can outperform human intelligence when it is NOT about understanding 
emotions, intentions, interpretations, consciousness, self-awareness aka #androrithms



Machines  
don’t do 

relationships!



Today, the biggest danger is not that machines will eliminate us 
but that we become too much like them!



The Game Changers



“Gradually, then suddenly” is the new normal



Science Fiction is becoming Science Fact



NOW

CONNECTED EVERYTHING

CLOUD EVERYTHING

SMART EVERYTHING

COMPUTE ANYTHING

SEE  EVERYTHING

TRANSACT ANYTHING

DATA EVERYTHING

MAKE (BE) ANYTHING



DATA is the new oil. The CLOUD is where we store it. AI is how we make sense of it. But: HUMAN BENEFIT must remain at the core.





Thinking machines: Be careful what you wish for!



Smart Everything: Industry, Cities, Agriculture, Banking, Energy, Government, Transportation*



Smart AND Trusted & Human





Responsibility  | Accountability | Ethics: TRUST





Every leading organisation will hire a Chief Ethics Officer within the next 3 years



"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right (or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        
adapted from Potter Stewart



Anything that can be digitized, automated or virtualized, will be…







But anything that CANNOT be digitised or automated, becomes extremely valuable











–Johnny Appleseed

“Type a quote here.” 

Automation will have vastly more impact than globalisation: Time to prepare!



“Automation is good for growth and bad for equality”  
(Christine Lagarde, the IMF) 



Hyper-collaborate don’t hyper-compete. Grow TOGETHER.



2 major ‘environmental’ challenges 



Scale: last 150 years

Unsustainable and outmoded ‘industrial society’ logic is destroying our environment 



Unrestrained ‘technology & information society’- logic will destroy our societal fabric



Too much of a good thing can be a very bad thing (surveillance & platform capitalism) 

GOVERNMENT must monitor, supervise and regulate. 
INDUSTRY LEADERS must be accountable. 

USERS must make informed choices. 



Sustainable Capitalism

“GNP (GDP) measures 
everything except that 

which makes life 
worthwhile”  

Senator Robert F. Kennedy 
March 18 1968



The 6 Future-Principles

…TOMORROW

TODAY…



The future is better than we think - we just need to GOVERN PROGRESS WISELY!



The future is a MINDSET, not a time-frame!
Observe | Understand |  Imagine | CREATE





Future success is all about finding the right balance 



Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it!




